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Thank you for purchasing the ATTs iw
(silent) remote alarm system, your
ATTs iw will allow you to receive bite
indications on your ATTx V2 or Deluxe
Receiver unit. (Or any future
ATT receivers).
The ATTs iw is water proof and powered
from a single GP476A 6 volt battery
(or equivalent), there are no buttons,
switches or speakers, The ATTs iw is
always on and ready for work.
Bite detection is achieved by the magnet
roller wheel being turned by line
movement, the ATTs iw wheel detection
system is “intelligent”, It understands
where the wheel is and what the
last activation was. Because of this
intelligent technology your ATTs
iw will not suffer from the false
activations a common issue with
other alarms.
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Features
1) Water tight: Your ATTs iw is a sealed
water tight unit and should not suffer
from water ingress on even the
wettest session.
2) Intelligent bite indication: The
intelligent roller wheel system will
eliminate any false activations, a
common issue with other brands
of alarm.
3) Low battery warning: Low battery
warning: Upon the ATTs iw battery
dropping below 4.5 volts the ATTs iw
will wake up and send a low battery
warning signal to the channel on your
ATTx V2 or Deluxe Receiver that it is
programmed into, this will be 5 fast
beeps then pause that will be repeated
5 times. The battery voltage will also
be checked every time your wheel turns,
although you may still use your ATTs
iw for hours before the battery will be
completely dead.
4) Built in high power transmitter:
The ATTs iw is equipped with a high
power transmitter that relays the bite
detection signal to your ATTx V2 or
Deluxe receiver ensuring there is no
disturbance in your swim.
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5) Under wheel LED driven wheel
illumination: providing an all round
view when you have a take or
latched LED.
6) Night beta light accommodation:
Beta light slots in each ear for visual
rod positioning.
7) Super strong fixing bolt: super
strong fixing bolt for solid mounting
of alarm.
8) Ultra high ears: Ultra high “ears”
to eliminate the sideways movement of
the rod during a sideways take.
9) Adjustable sensitivity: Wheels
available with 2 or 4 magnets for
sensitivity adjustment that can easily
be changed on the bank.
10) Protective hard cover: The
protective hard cover also doubles as
and ON/OFF switch, when the cover is
fitted over the ATTs iw its battery
is disconnected.
11) Warranty: The ATTs iw (Silent)
Alarm comes with full 12 month
warranty. If your alarm malfunctions
within 1 year of the purchase date
please return it with your proof of
purchase receipt and all packaging
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(where possible) to the retailer where
purchased. If you have a problem in
the second year please send to ATT
directly for repair, replacement or
other assessment with a copy of your
sales receipt. DO NOT return the
item to the retailer or distributor if it
is over 12 months old. This warranty
does not cover any damage or problems
caused by user error or mis-use.
ATT reserve the right to repair or
replace faulty products at their
discretion, any products returned
without a valid purchase receipt or
found not to be faulty may incur a
charge. Units sent with flat batteries
will be returned with no batteries.
Warranty is not valid without proof of
purchase. None of the above affects in
any way your statutory rights.
Testing
The ATT deluxe receiver was tested for
compliance to the following standard
for Short Range Devices: • EN 300
220-2 v2.1.1 and EN 300 220-1
v2.1.1.• The system was tested to the
essential radio test suites that have
been carried out and that the above
product to which this declaration
relates is in conformity with all the
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applicable essential requirements of
EU Directive 1995/5/EC.• Frequency
range 433.92hz.• Normal test signals
FSK.• Declared power level 0dbm.•
Declared channel bandwidth 120 kHz.•
Tested to Test Standards EN 300 2202 v2.1.1 and EN 300 220-1 v2.1.1.
Programming your ATTs iw remote alarm
to your ATTx V2 receiver
Step 1: remove the ATTs iw hard cover
(if fitted).
Step 2: On the ATTx V2 receiver, press
the program button and switch on
whilst keeping the program button
pressed. Keep the program button
pressed for 5 seconds until all 5
LEDS light simultaneously. Let go of
the program button, the first LED
will flash.
Step 3: turn the wheel on your first
ATTs iw until the led lights up and the
first LED on the receiver will go out
and the second LED will flash, move
the wheel on your second ATTs iw until
the LED comes on and the second LED
goes out on your ATTx V2 receiver, now
the third LED will flash. Repeat Step 3
until you have completed programming
all the required channels.
Step 4: Exit the program mode by
switching off the receiver, then switch
it back on.
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Skipping Channels
During the program mode, if you tap the
program button once, the flashing LED
will go out and next LED will flash. By
doing this you can use any selection of
LED colors or positions.
For example, if you have programmed
channel 1, and LED 2 is flashing,
signifying that it is ready to be
programmed, do not beep your second
alarm, instead hit the program button
once to skip channel 2. LED 2 will
go out LED 3 will flash, ready for
programming.
Note: to add an additional ATTs iw
remote alarm at a later date simply
“tap” through to an unused channel.
Program that channel as decribed
above then exit the program mode by
switching off the receiver.
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How to change the ATTs iw battery
screws

back
cover

round
nut

Remove the 4
Philips screws from
the rear of the ATTs
iw, and also at this
stage, loosen the
round nut. remove
the back cover,
being careful not
to damage the
latex seal.
Remove the battery
and replace with
a 6 volt 4LR44 or
476A or equivalent
(Lithium will
last longer).

6 volt
battery

latex
seal

Check latex seal
is intact and
correctly fitted
then re-fit the back
plate, tightening
the screws down a
little at a time until
the back plate is
firmly and evenly
closed tight. (Do
not over tighten
the screws).
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How to install the ATTs iw wheel
Unscrew the Philips screw from the
right hand side of the ATTs iw.

draw out the screw and connected rod,
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Offer up your new coloured wheel* and
ease the rod holding bar through its
centre and tighten the screw (do not
over tighten).

*Please use ATT coloured wheels in the ATTs
iw alarm for best results.
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